CHEMISTRY CUBES:
LIFT ICE CUBES

Have you ever wondered why salt is used to de-ice roads? In this activity,
you will use the same chemistry principles to hoist ice cubes with a piece
of string. Is it possible to do this without getting your hands cold? Try the
activity and see what a pinch of salt can do!
At Idaho National Laboratory, chemistry is utilized all the time. Some
chemists at INL use supercritical carbon dioxide, a sustainable solvent, to
extract and separate targeted metals from various materials such as used
nuclear fuel and end-of-life electronics.

GRADE LEVELS: 4-8
VOCABULARY

Chemistry- the study of matter, its properties, how and why substances combine
or separate to form other substances, and how substances interact with energy.
Freezing- The process through which a substance changes from a liquid to a
solid.
Melting- the process by which a substance changes from the solid phase to the
liquid phase.

MATERIALS
-

Four glasses
Cold water
Ice cubes
Salt
Four pieces of string, each about 20 centimeters long (yarn works well.)
Two sticky notes
Watch or timer
Thermometer (optional)

PROCEDURE
PREP WORK

1. Gather all your materials on a work surface that can tolerate spills.
2. Fill all four glasses with cold water.
3. Put a few ice cubes in each glass of water. They will float because ice is less dense than water.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Find an ice cube with a surface at water level. Lay one end of a piece of string across that ice cube.
Do you think the ice will stick to the string?
2. Lift the string.
Does the ice cube stick to the string? Why do you think this is the case? Can you think of a
way to lift the ice cube with string without touching the cube?
3. Try again with the second glass, but now, sprinkle some salt over the string and ice cube. Mark this
glass with a sticky note.
Do you think the ice will stick to the string if you lift it?
4. Lift the string.
Does the ice cube stick to the string? What do you think would happen if you left the ice
cubes out for a few minutes with the strings on top?
5. Take the other two glasses filled with water and ice cubes.
6. For both glasses, lay one end of a piece of string across an ice cube with a surface at about water
level; let the other end of the string hang over the edge off the glass.
7. Sprinkle salt over the string and ice cube in one of the glasses and mark this glass with a sticky
note. Wait two to three minutes.
Do you think the ice will stick to the string after you give it some time? Will both ice cubes,
just one ice cube or no ice cubes stick? Why?
8. After about two to three minutes, lift one string at a time.
Can either string pick up the ice cube? Can you explain what you see?
9. If you cannot pick up any ice cubes, try again, but wait a little longer this time.

W H AT H A P P E N E D ?
Could you lift the ice cube you had sprinkled with salt and left untouched for a few minutes? Did you fail
to pick up the cube in all other cases? Why does this happen? First, the ice around the string melts when
you sprinkle it with salt. Then, the string freezes to the ice cube.
When you sprinkle salt over ice, it dissolves into the thin layer of water above the ice. Because saltwater
freezes at a lower temperature than pure water, adding the salt makes some ice melt and absorb heat in
the process. The area around it thereby cools and freezes water molecules to the ice cube, also freezing
the string onto the cube. Without the salt, the water and ice remain at the same temperature and the
string does not freeze to the ice. In both cases, the ice cube gradually melts as it absorbs heat from the air
around it, but without the salt, the string cannot freeze to the cube.
If you used sugar, you would see the same effect: the cube sticks to the string. Dissolving other substances
in water will also lower the freezing point and create the same effect.

THE SCIENCE BEHIND IT

Water is made up of tiny building blocks called molecules. These water molecules do not sit still—they
wiggle and move around all the time, and the water's temperature is a measure of how much these
molecules move. When you cool water, you lower its temperature, and the molecules slow down.
Eventually, once you cool the water enough, the molecules move so little that they form strong
connections to each other and turn into ice, which is a solid. For pure water, this transition happens at
around 0 degrees Celsius (32 degrees Fahrenheit).
If you add heat to a block of ice, its molecules will start wiggling more, and eventually they move around
too much to stay stuck together. At this point, the ice will melt, turning back into a liquid. These
transitions do not happen instantaneously—water and ice can coexist (that is, an ice cube does not turn
to liquid water all at once). To visualize this process, you can think of a group of excited children—like
molecules at a higher temperature, they move and wiggle a lot. The higher their excitement level, the
more they move. Calm them and they will slow down just like molecules slow down when you reduce the
temperature. Eventually, you might get these children to hold hands and stand nicely in line—behaving
like a solid.
When water is not pure, its molecules cannot connect as readily to form a solid; other particles get in the
way. That is why salty, sugary, or other water solutions' freezing points—temperatures at which they turn
solid—are lower than 0 degrees C. This phenomenon is called freezing point depression. It explains why
treating roads with salt in the winter can prevent them from icing over. The salt dissolves in the water,
lowering its freezing point, which will only turn to ice at temperatures well below 0 degrees C. In this
activity, you use this characteristic in a clever way to lift an ice cube.

EXTENSIONS
-

Try some other substances, such as sugar or food coloring. Can these make the ice cube stick to the
string?
Extra: Make two identical water-and-ice baths. Add more salt to one bath and leave the other as is.
Measure the temperature of each water-and-ice bath every minute for the next five minutes. Graph
your results. What do you observe? Is one colder than the other? Why would that be?

RESOURCES
-

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/lift-ice-cubes#summary
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